WHY. A COMMUNITY ASSET
The mission statement of The Spearfish Parks, Recreation, Forestry
Division [is to] promote safe, healthy and enjoyable park and recreation
facilities as well as recreational and community activities which
encourage enjoyable learning experiences and improve the quality of
life for the residents of our community.

We believe a bike park is a community asset just like a playground,
athletic field, dog park, or pool.

WHY. LOVE WHERE YOU LIVE. GET OUTSIDE.
Trails that are in-town and close to work & school. A short lunchtime rip when there isn’t
time to drive up Tinton. Skills parks accelerate gains in rider skills through repetition on
‘features’ and ‘sessioning’ short trails that. They are also social in nature as ridership is
more compact and help build a sense of community. A summer of kids ‘working
problems’ advancing their bike skills while beginning a path of a life-time of healthy
activity.

“Today’s bike parks lower the bar to entry. Like climbing gyms, improving your skills, so
you can go on to tackle terrain in the wilderness.
Or just come back to the park and ride harder and faster.”
—Chris Bernhardt, director of field programs for the International Mountain Bicycling Association.

WHY. IT STARTS WITH THAT FIRST RIDE.
With miles of national forest trails in the Black Hills why do we need a skills park? The
trails that leave from Spearfish are destination trails that take riders deep in to the
forest and away from people, this is part of the excitement of riding for seasoned
riders and the adventurous of spirit but for beginners it’s away from safety and help.

“The wilderness aspect of trail riding can be very intimidating for beginners and
people with younger children. You don’t have to deal with getting lost [in the woods]
at a bike park. And if you’re exposed to harsh weather or you run out of water or your
bike breaks, you don’t have miles and miles to cover to get back to your car.”
—Chris Bernhardt, director of field programs for the International Mountain Bicycling Association.

WHY. HEALTH RELATED BENEFITS.
▸ 150 minutes a week of regular, moderately intense physical activity provides health
protection from many chronic conditions; heart disease, stroke, diabetes, etc.*
▸ Adolescents who bike are 40% less likely to be obese as adults later in life.**
▸ An adult cyclist typically has a level of fitness equivalent to someone 10 years younger
and a life expectancy two years above the average. ***
▸ People exercise for longer when they are outside compared to at home, work, or gym.****
*United States Dept of Health & Human Services
** People for Bikes
*** Dept of Transportation
**** NCBI

WHY. HEALTH RELATED BENEFITS.
▸ 16% of all Americans participate in Mountain, Road and BMX riding making it the
3rd most popular outdoor activity. Totaling 47.5 million participants.
▸ It is the 2nd favorite outdoor activity with only Running, Jogging & Trail Running
logging more outing per year/participant.
▸ Mountain, Road and BMX riding is the most popular outdoor activity for young
Americans 6-17 with a 24% participation rate.
—2018 Outdoor Participation Report, Outdoor Industry Association

WHY. ECONOMIC IMPACT. STORY OF CROSBY MN
▸ 50 yrs ago the mines closed, leaving behind a scared landscape & no jobs
▸ In ’93 the old mine was declared a state recreation area, but still no one came.
▸ Minneapolis mountain bikers with IMBA support lobbied the state and the first bike park in MN was created.
▸ Immediately upon open with 25 miles in 2011 riders flocked to the area. Tourism was alive in this forgotten
town.
▸ According to a 2017 study 25,000 riders a year come to Crosby. Adding an estimated $2million to the local
economy.
▸ As of that same time there were 15 new business in Crosby directly associated with the rise in tourism
mountain biking started. A brewery, yoga studio, coffee shops, wood-fired pizza & a bike-in resort are all
part of the ‘new’ Crosby.
—2017 Outside Magazine Article

WHY. ECONOMIC IMPACT. DESTINATIONS.
Single revenue source towns re-imagined, re-invented, revitalized.

▸ Copper Harbor, MI
▸ Oakridge, OR
▸ Weaverville, CA
▸ Fruita, CO
▸ Anniston, AL
▸ Burns Lake, BC

WHY. ECONOMIC IMPACT. NORTHWEST ARKANSAS [BENTONVILLE]
▸ $137 million in economic benefit to the area in 2017 alone. Of that ; $27million
was the direct result of bike tourists, $21 million was from locals in merchandise
and events and over $7million in direct health cost savings.
▸ Many residents cite proximity to bicycle infrastructure as a major consideration
when deciding where to live, work or locate businesses.
▸ Mountain biking tourists, people from outside the area, account for 55% of single
track and soft surface trail usage.
—2018 BBC Research for Walton Family Foundation

FLOURISHING ELSEWHERE, SPEARFISH HAS STAGNATED.
▸ 18yrs of The Dakota Five-0 & 30yrs of The Ridge Riders, We are a bike town by legacy.
▸ Spearfish has been the bike capital of the Black Hills and a biking destination thanks to the
work of dedicated locals. People regularly came from all of the neighboring states to ride.
▸ What happened here… A lack of commitment beyond the riding community have allowed us
to be eclipsed by other communities with an engaged city government. Our answer to
supporting mountain biking was relying on Ridge Rider Racing and them carrying the torch
and bearing the responsibility.
▸ What happened elsewhere… Cities have embraced the riding community, understanding
that people people choose where to live based on access to activities they enjoy. Through
supported grants and organizations like IMBA riding has exploded in those communities.
Resulting in increased business development, higher home values and a better quality of life.

HOW.
▸ Mountain Biking in Spearfish has been the result of local riders with support from
the National Forest Service. The skills park will continue to be at the hands of our
community.
▸ Spearfish Bike Skills Park is a non-profit and will be supported by our own
fundraising, events and grant applications.
▸ We will build and maintain all trails and features, through a combination of local
volunteers and skilled professionals.
▸ We will be looking to outside organizations like IMBA, People for Bikes as well as
national trail builders for experience and support

WHAT.
▸ Over the last 20yrs we have seen communities grow their
downtowns and thrive. As Spearfish grows against its physical
boundary it is important to keep the city center alive and strong.
Towns that lost sight of that have worked hard to gain it back. The
skills park will a valued asset to the City Park.
▸ With help of the National Forest Service trails will continue to grow
outward but it is important to have an easily accessible set of trails.

WHAT.
▸ Fun, local & easily accessible trail system with potential for access
to National Forest trail as the system grows.
▸ A family friendly park that encourages growth and continues to
excite.
▸ In town family time for locals, In town experience for tourists.

LOCATION & OPPORTUNITY.

SECTION 01 SKILLS AREA
& LITTLE RIPPER TRAIL

Total of approximately 85 acres overall, includes the ‘no-go’ area carved out for the disk golf
course, Road to Mountain Plain & unusable spaces. No private land, all city & state.
Dense area of roughly 7 acres for the skills area

SECTION 02 BEGINNER TRAIL

Remaining acreage of single track trail

SECTION 03
INTERMEDIATE & ADVANCED

EXISTING PAVED TRAIL

EXISITNG DISK GOLF

‘LIL RIPPER TRAIL.
A trail of their own complete with berms,
rollers, skinnies and yeah, a jump or two
just like for the big guys…. scaled down a
bit.
Close enough to the paved trail for mom
& dad to see but far enough to get that
taste of independence mountain biking
brings.

BEGINNER TRAIL.
A trail of about 2.5 miles, it can be accessed from the
Winterville parking area or the Canyon lot and is contained
between the paved trail and the canyon road.
This trail is designed to help entry level riders gain
confidence in a relatively flat area with short little punches of
climbs as it occasionally rolls over tailing piles, old railroad
grades and the dry creek. The trail will be challenging
enough to encourage riders to grow, with small banked
corners and linked turns building bike & speed awareness.
For an extra challenge there will be the occasional optional
features for riders looking to push things a little further.

INTERMEDIATE TRAIL.
The intermediate trail leaves from the Winterville lot and head
up, traversing the steep grade to the upper disk golf lot. The
grade is steep but the trail traverses well with a couple
switchbacks and a single crux that will require a dismount for
all but the hardiest of intermediate riders.
From there it ties into the advanced trail or follows the ridge
with beautiful views of Lookout Mountain on a flat recovery
section.
A short decent that isn’t too fast but does encourage riders to
push themselves gaining confidence for the next session.
There will also be a optional features for those looking to
challenge themselves a bit more.

ADVANCED TRAIL.
The advanced trail connects to the intermediate trail at the upper
disk golf parking lot continuing the climb up to the standpipes.
This section of the climbing features several switchbacks with grade
reversals encouranging aggressive climbing with rests in-between,
getting riders to attack inclines rather than let the hill come to them.
The climbing finishes with a single long lung-burner to the top.
Riders can enjoy a break and the incredible views up the canyon
before heading down an increasingly faster and more technical
decent leading them back to the paved trail at the bottom of the
canyon.
Banked turns, gaps and fast this trail will challenge seasoned riders
while giving the less experienced ‘ride-arounds’ on the more
technical features…. Only to come back and try it another day.

SKILLS AREA.
Young to old, beginner to expert, a great place to meet,
laugh and and have a great time all while improving your
ability.
Skinnies with rises and turns, on the ground and elevated.
Rocks & boulders, slow rolling features to hop onto and
control the drop off.
Rollers, drop lines, berms & banks…. A teeter-totter too.
Imagine a playground for you on two wheels… big kids,
little kids and yeah, theres a place for your lil’ ripper here
too!

THE TRAILS.

SECTION 01 SKILLS AREA
& LITTLE RIPPER TRAIL

SECTION 02 BEGINNER TRAIL

SECTION 03
INTERMEDIATE & ADVANCED

EXISTING PAVED TRAIL

EXISITNG DISK GOLF

